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ABSTRACT 

 

The Highway Safety Manual (HSM) provides methods to quantitatively evaluate safety for 

a vast range of roadway transportation facilities. The Negative Binomial has been traditionally 

used for modeling crashes (i.e. crashes per year). Highly aggregated cross-sectional data omits 

natural time dependent variations leading to important loss of information and introducing error in 

model predictions. Furthermore, traffic conditions and weather vary over time and space. An 

alternative approach with seasonal crash estimates is proposed in this paper. Local crashes, traffic, 

geometry, signal type, and weather data of urban signalized intersections in the Southeast region 

of Wisconsin were used. Four seasons were considered: Winter, Spring, Summer, and Fall. The 

Negative Multinomial was used for modeling and account for seasonal variations. The optimal 

functional form for each predictor variable was assessed. Measures of Log-likelihood, 

Overdispersion, Cumulative Residual (CURE) plots, and Akaike Information Criterion (AIC) 

showed adequate model prediction accuracy.Seasonal estimates for Fatal and Injury (FI) crashes 

showed that during the Spring season, crash estimates were the lowest and during the Summer 

were the highest. In contrast, model crash estimates for Property Damage Only (PDO) crashes 

peaked during the Winter season and remain below annual estimates for the rest of the seasons. 

Seasonal crash prediction provides time dependent crash estimates which contribute to safety 

analysis, managerial decisions, and allocation of resources for the implementation of specific 

treatments, safety programs, and reduce risk of crashes—contributing to reduction in costs 

associated with crashes, property damage, maintenance, and emergency services. 
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1. INTRODUCTION  

The Highway Safety Manual (HSM) (AASHTO 2014) provides methods to quantitatively 

evaluate safety for a vast range of roadway transportation facilities. Crash prediction models are 

composed of Safety Performance Functions (SPF) and Crash Modifications Factors (CMF). The 

Negative Binomial has been traditionally used for modeling. Models provided in the HSM were 

developed using yearly aggregated data from a couple of states, so calibration is required for 

application in other jurisdictions. Calibration of crash prediction models consist of comparing 

crash prediction with local jurisdiction observed data. The calibration factor incorporated as part 

of the crash prediction model is the ratio between the observed crashes and predicted crashes. 

Alternatively, crash prediction models may be developed with jurisdiction-specific data. Making 

a decision between calibration and model development relies on data, resources, and statistical 

expertize available. The application of crash predictions models is useful for decision making in 

safety treatments and integration of safety elements in cost analysis (AASHTO 2014).  

In recent years, the HSM has increasingly been implemented in the United States and other 

countries. Several implementation experiences and diverse datasets have provided an insight into 

the application challenges and limitations of the HSM prediction methodology to local conditions. 

Since safety analysis focuses on highly aggregated cross-sectional data, aggregation of data omits 

natural time dependent variations leading to important loss of information and introducing error in 

model predictions (Lord and Mannering 2010). There is a consensus that traffic conditions and 

weather change over time and space which have a considerable influence over crash occurrence 

(Ahmed et al. 2011, Andrey 2010, El-Basyouny et al. 2014, Ma et al. 2015, Maze et al. 2006, 

Monsere et al. 2008, Naik et al. 2016, Qiu and Nixon 2008, Theofilatos and Yannis 2014, Xu et 

al. 2013, Yu et al. 2015).  
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The Annual Average Daily Traffic (AADT) is the principal measure of exposure used in 

transportation safety modeling. The AADT is commonly estimated through short time period 

counts since it is not practical to maintain permanent traffic count stations at all roadway facilities. 

Temporary counting stations are usually deployed from a few hours to a couple of days. Hourly or 

daily traffic counts are extracted and converted to the expected AADT based on roadway 

characteristics and period of data collection. Thus, short term volume counts are factored and 

adjusted to the same sample period and characteristics than sites with permanent count stations. 

Similarly, traffic volume counts may not regularly be updated which results in periods without 

AADT estimates and using projections to fill in the years with missing traffic data. Using 

temporary counts to obtain AADTs has significant issues with expected errors and the ability to 

capture complex dynamics of traffic over time and space (Krile et al. 2015).  

Weather also has an impact in traffic demand and safety. Rain precipitation, snowfall, 

temperature, wind, and daylight vary according to the seasons of the year and region; thus, seasonal 

variations and intensity influence crash occurrence. For instance, during Summer, higher 

temperatures, longer daylight hours, and higher traffic demand are recorded compared to the rest 

of the seasons. Some regions may experience considerably larger accumulation of snowfall or ice 

which requires specific winter maintenance operations compared to regions in which extreme 

winter events are rarely observed.   

This paper focuses on providing an alternative approach using the Negative Multinomial 

for seasonal crash estimates using panel data and integrating local crashes, traffic, geometry, 

operations, and weather for urban signalized intersections in the Southeast region of Wisconsin. 

Availability of consistent databases is challenging, especially with diverse datasets such as crashes, 
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traffic, signal control, and weather. The Southeast region in Wisconsin provided rich and 

consistent databases which facilitated data collection and integration.  

Geometric data were obtained from as-built plans and the assistance of aerial and street 

view images from Google Earth. Traffic data was extracted from traffic count reports of every 

intersection—traffic counts were usually conducted every three years. Signal time plan reports 

were also reviewed to extract signal control data. Weather data was obtained from the National 

Center for Environmental Information (NCEI, 2017). A total of 17 weather stations were identified 

in the vicinity to the intersections. Initially, the crash data did not provide specific crash assignment 

by facility type (intersection crashes), so GIS shapefiles were used to extract intersection crashes 

within 250 ft. from the center of the intersections. The overall period of analysis consisted of 12 

years between 2005 and 2016. Since intersections geometry and operations may change during 

prolonged periods of time (12 years), changes were expected, so intersection changes and 

construction periods were documented. Based on the exploratory data analysis, four seasons were 

considered: Winter, Spring, Summer, and Fall. 

Panel data was used to develop Wisconsin Southeast jurisdiction-specific crash prediction 

models for every season and by severity using 208 urban four-legged signalized intersections 

(U4SG). Model parameter estimation was conducted through maximum likelihood. The likelihood 

function consisted of the Negative Multinomial in which the observed crashes and predictor 

variables over multiple seasons at each intersection could be represented in the model. Functional 

forms for each predictor variable were assessed and measures of goodness fit were the Log-

likelihood, Cumulative Residuals (CURE) plot, Overdispersion, and Akaike Information Criterion 

(AIC). Permanent traffic detector data (volume counts) were used to evaluate local traffic and 

estimate observed crash rate seasonal dynamics. The purpose of the seasonal approach is to provide 
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accurate safety estimates that are in line with natural seasonal traffic and weather fluctuations. 

Seasonal crash prediction provides time dependent crash estimates which contribute to safety 

analysis, managerial decisions, and allocation of resources for the implementation of specific 

treatments, safety programs, and reduce risk of crashes—contributing to reduction in costs 

associated with crashes, property damage, maintenance, and emergency services.  

2. LITERATURE REVIEW 

There are two approaches to implement the HSM crash prediction methodology to local 

conditions: 1) calibration of the HSM models and 2) development of jurisdiction specific models. 

There are several aspects that need to be considered when making a decision to proceed with 

calibration or model development—sampling, data collection, crash assignment, statistical 

expertize, and effort. Roadway facilities should be selected randomly from a pool of sites. For 

calibration, a sample size of 30-50 sites with at least 100 crashes per year is recommended. The 

requirements to develop jurisdiction specific prediction models are more demanding: 100-200 

intersections with at least 300 crashes per year for the total group. It is recommended a minimum 

of three years of data (AASHTO 2014, Srinivasan et al. 2013, Srinivasan and Bauer 2013). 

However, several studies have argued that the recommendation is not statistically supported 

because sample sizes are too small to obtain reliable estimates for some facility types with low 

crash counts (Alluri et al. 2016, Bahar 2014, Banihashemi 2012, Shirazi et al. 2016, Trieu 2014). 

Some jurisdictions may not be able to gather enough samples due to lack of availability of specific 

facilities in their roadway system.  

The HSM models for urban signalized intersections were developed with data from 

Minnesota (1998-2002) and North Carolina (1997-2003) (Harwood et al. 2007). The two states 

are from different geographical regions with specific jurisdictional characteristics that are intended 
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to be transferred and applied to other regions with the same prediction capabilities. The data is 

outdated and may not reflect current safety conditions at signalized intersections. When the 

transferability of the HSM models was evaluated, the results showed that base SPFs differ 

significantly with increasing exposure, and the CMFs reveled some bias to the site characteristics 

(Persaud et al. 2002, Sacchi et al. 2012). The states of Florida Maryland, Michigan, Missouri, 

North Carolina, Ohio, and Oregon have calibrated or updated the HSM models for signalized 

intersections to local and current conditions (Claros et al. 2018). The calibration factors for total 

crashes by state showed a wide range of values. Maryland had the lowest calibration factor of 0.48 

(less observed crashes than HSM model prediction). The calibration factors of Michigan and 

Oregon were close to the value of 1.00 (similar observed crashes than HSM model prediction). 

Minnesota and Florida had higher calibration factors than 1.00 (1.22 and 1.88, respectively). The 

states of Missouri, North Carolina, and Ohio had calibration factors greater than 3.00 (considerably 

more observed crashes than HSM model prediction). Crash assignments by jurisdiction varied with 

different thresholds (33, 132, 211, and 250 ft.), intersection related criteria, or both. The literature 

shows that calibration of HSM models for signalized intersections is deficient and developing 

jurisdiction specific models is recommended to increase the accuracy and reliability of the 

predictions (Claros et al. 2018). 

Jurisdiction specific models for signalized intersections were developed for Michigan, 

Colorado Illinois, Kentucky, Oregon, Pennsylvania, and Missouri (Claros et al. 2018).  Models 

were developed by severity type, single or multiple vehicle crashes, and vehicle-pedestrian/bicycle 

crashes. Intersection related or crash threshold (100, 211, 250, and 300 ft.) were used for 

intersection crash assignment. The Negative Binomial was used for modeling, and conventional 

power function was used for predictor variables. The Negative Binomial has been traditionally 
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used for modeling crashes, but there is an inherit data aggregation that can adversely be influenced 

by low sample means and small sample size bias. Observations are considered as a single period 

of analysis and data may be aggregated by year or extended to multiple years to reduce the amount 

of zeros in the data. At the same time, AADTs may be averaged from multiple years to represent 

a single period of analysis ignoring time varying traffic fluctuations.  

An alternative approach, Negative Multinomial, allows multi-period panel data and 

overdispersion in modeling. The Negative Multinomial has the capability to capture the effect and 

variation of multi-period data for every facility and estimate crashes by specific year or season. 

Thus, using all available information to adjust observed crashes and predictor variables, which 

fluctuate over time, improve the overall accuracy of the model predictions for specific periods of 

analysis. The Negative Multinomial has been successfully used for modeling roadway crashes 

(Caliendo 2007, Hauer et al. 2004, Ulfarsson and Shankar 2003), roadway tunnels (Caliendo et al. 

2013), and airfield runway incursions (Claros et al. 2017). Hauer et al. (2004) developed safety 

models for urban four-lane undivided roadway segments with data from Washington State. The 

period of analysis was between 1993 and 1996, and the model prediction included scale parameters 

for every year of analysis. Ulfarsson and Shankar (2003) developed models for median crossover 

crashes with multiyear cross-sectional roadway data from Washington State. Two approaches were 

compared and the results showed that the Negative Multinomial significantly outperformed the 

Negative Binomial in terms of fit suggesting that the Negative Multinomial was appropriate for 

multiyear crossover crash prediction (Ulfarsson and Shankar 2003). Caliendo et al. (Caliendo et 

al. 2007, 2013) developed crash prediction models for roadway tunnels and multilane rural roads 

in Italy, including rain precipitation as predictor variable. In other mode of transportation such as 

aviation, Claros et al. (2017) developed runway incursion prediction models for hub airports in the 
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United States using yearly takeoff/landing operations, runway and taxiway geometry 

configurations, and weather variables as predictor variables. The models were developed by 

runway incursion severity between 2009 and 2013—scaled parameters for every year of analysis 

were provided.   

Weather conditions and intensity have an important influence over traffic demand, 

operations, and safety. Weather events have a significant effect on highway capacity and average 

speed. Maze et al. (2006) reported that under heavy rain precipitation or snowfall, freeway capacity 

reduced by 14% and 22% respectively. Crash rates increased by 13 times during moderate intensity 

snowstorms and 25 times during high intensity snow storms with high wind speeds and low 

visibility. Similarly, Ma et al. (2015) found that poor roadway visibility conditions, adverse 

roadway surface (wet, chemically wet, or ice) increased crash rates. A study conducted over a 15-

mile mountainous freeway in Colorado found that visibility and precipitation have substantial 

correlations with geometric characteristics. More specifically, crash occurrence probability 

significantly increased for drivers travelling on steep downgrade segments under heavy 

precipitation conditions (Yu et al. 2015). Weather impacts have also been studied on single-vehicle 

truck crashes in which wind speed, rain, humidity, and air temperature were found to be linked to 

more severe crash injuries (Naik et al. 2016).   

3. METHODOLOGY   

The methodology section covers sampling, data collection, exploratory data analysis, 

development of seasonal Wisconsin Southeast jurisdiction-specific models for U4SG 

intersections, and model assessment.  
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3.1. Sampling  

From the inventory of signalized intersections in the Southeast region of Wisconsin, a pool 

of 549 intersections were identified as potential sites for analysis. From the pool of potential 

intersections, samples were selected based on the following criteria: 

 Two-way four-legged signalized intersections 

 Located in urban areas 

 Approaching legs skew angle no greater than 15 degrees 

 Documented geometric and operational changes 

 Documented construction or maintenance activities 

 Distance greater than 500 ft. from adjacent intersections 

 Less than 10 miles from a weather station 

 Absence of construction or maintenance projects on adjacent segments or intersections 

 Absence of automated enforcement 

The overall period of analysis was between 2005 and 2016. On average, the periods of 

analysis by intersection was of 8.38 years (33.52 seasons) with a minimum of 1 year (4 seasons) 

and a maximum of 12 years (48 seasons). Since intersection geometry and operations may change 

over prolonged periods of time, changes were expected. Documented intersection changes and 

construction periods were used to determine each intersection specific period of analysis. For 

instance, at an intersection, major road approaches exclusive right turn lanes were implemented 

during 2009 and the intersection reopened to traffic in 2010, so the intersection periods of analysis 

in terms of years were 2005-2008 (4 years) and 2010-2016 (7 years) with the corresponding 

intersection geometric and operations conditions of each period. Each 549 candidate intersections 
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were carefully reviewed and a total of 208 intersections were selected for model development, and 

a subset of 138 intersections were used for model assessment.  

3.2. Data Collection 

Several data sources were used for data collection including the WisTransPortal database 

(WisTrasnPortal 2017) developed in collaboration between Wisconsin Traffic Operations and 

Safety (TOPS) Laboratory at the University of Wisconsin – Madison and the Wisconsin 

Department of Transportation (WisDOT). Access to relevant operational and safety data was 

provided by WisDOT in coordination with the central office and Southeast region. Weather data 

was obtained from the National Center for Environmental Information (NCEI 2017) which is 

responsible for providing public access to climate and historical weather data. Despite having 

access to rich databases, a significant effort was required to integrate the data into a panel format 

and diverse periods of analysis for intersections sampled. Tables 1-3 provide descriptive statistics 

of intersections geometry, operations, weather, and crash data.   

Intersection geometry was collected from available as-built plans for the period of analysis 

which provided detailed geometric configurations, signals, and documentation to identify changes 

at intersections (601 as-built plans were reviewed). Figure 1 provides an example of the as-built 

plans reviewed. Google Earth was also used to verify the geometric configurations and posted 

speed limit at approaching legs (using historical aerial and street view images). Geometric 

variables consisted of overall number of exclusive left/right turn lanes and through lanes at each 

intersection. On average, 4-5 left turn lanes, 8 through lanes, and 2-3 right turn lanes were recorded 

per intersection (from all intersection approaches). The posted speed limits on the approaching 

legs ranged from 25 to 55 mph on the major road and 15 to 45 mph on the minor road.  
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Figure 1.  Intersection As-built Plan 

 Traffic data was available from volume count reports (usually conducted for one or two 

days with 12-hour count periods). The frequency of the traffic counts was every 3 years. A total 

of 636 traffic count reports were reviewed to extract intersections minor and major road AADTs 

for the periods of analysis. Intersection AADTs ranged from 777 to 48,917 vpd with an average 

of 28,700 vpd on the major road and 9,456 vpd on the minor road. Permanent traffic sensor data 

from I-43 corridor in Milwaukee was collected to evaluate seasonal traffic dynamics in the region. 

Signal control data was obtained from signal time plans and sequence of operation reports (1,483 

traffic signal reports were reviewed). Traffic signal reports were used to extract signal control type 

of left turn movements. The number of approaching legs with permissive left turn signal was 1, 1-

2 with protected/permissive, and 1-2 with protected signal. Table 1 provides the details of 

geometry, traffic, signal control, and posted speed limit at the intersections. 
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Table 1. Descriptive Statistics of Intersection Geometry and Operations  

Description Average St. Dev. Min. Max. 

Geometry 

Number of Left Turn Lanes 4.53 1.83 1.00 10.00 

Number of Through Lanes 8.23 1.91 4.00 14.00 

Number of Rigth Turn Lanes 2.50 1.61 0.00 5.00 

Traffic  

Major Road AADT (vpd) 28,700 8,169 777 48,917 

Minor Road AADT (vpd) 9,456 7,972 777 48,917 

Signal Control 

Legs with Permissive Signal Control 0.99 1.25 0 4 

Legs with Protective/Permissive Signal Control 1.60 1.41 0 4 

Legs with Protected Only Signal Control 1.42 1.68 0 4 

Speed 

Posted Speed Limit Major Road (mph) 41.23 4.54 25 55 

Posted Speed Limit Minor Road (mph) 30.74 6.27 15 45 

 

Weather data consisted of snowfall and days with snowfall greater or equal to one inch. 

Average snowfall was 44.45 inches per year and the number of snow days was 14.38 per year. The 

majority of the snowfall was recorded during the winter season with an average of 36.78 inches 

per winter season. The weather stations were on average at 3.88 miles from the intersections with 

the closest at 0.56 miles and the furthest at 8.71 miles. A total of 17 weather stations were used for 

weather data collection. The weather data was organized according to seasons and periods of 

analysis. Table 2 contains descriptive statistics of weather data collected. 

Table 2. Descriptive Statistics of Weather Data  

Description Average St. Dev. Min. Max. 

Winter 
Snowfall (inches/season) 36.78 5.71 25.50 54.30 

Number Days with Snowfall ≥ 1 inch  11.41 1.50 8.33 15.00 

Spring 
Snowfall (inches/season) 5.99 1.53 2.90 10.10 

Number Days with Snowfall ≥ 1 inch  2.33 0.62 1.25 5.00 

Summer 
Snowfall (inches/season) 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

Number Days with Snowfall ≥ 1 inch  0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

Fall 
Snowfall (inches/season) 1.68 0.74 0.00 4.60 

Number Days with Snowfall ≥ 1 inch  0.64 0.29 0.00 1.33 

By Year 
Snowfall (inches/year) 44.45 6.64 31.10 63.73 

Number Days with Snowfall ≥ 1 inch  14.38 1.66 10.43 17.80 

Distance Intersection-Weather Station (mi) 3.88 1.76 0.56 8.71 

Number of Weather Stations 17 
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Crash data was not readily available with intersection crash assignments. Thus, crashes 

were extracted for each intersection using a 250 ft. threshold from the center of the intersections. 

The crash data consisted of approximately 24,851 crashes over the intersection periods of analysis 

which translated on average to 12.04 crashes per year by intersection. Table 3 presents descriptive 

statistics of intersection crashes.  

Table 3. Descriptive Statistics of Crash Data  

Description Season Severity Average St. Dev. Min. Max. 

Intersection 

Crashes per Season  

Winter 

FI1 1.12 0.78 0.00 4.71 

PDO2 2.36 1.63 0.00 9.57 

TOT3 3.48 2.22 0.00 12.43 

Spring 

FI  0.98 0.83 0.00 4.86 

PDO  1.69 1.12 0.00 7.00 

TOT  2.66 1.82 0.00 11.86 

Summer 

FI  1.17 0.89 0.00 5.00 

PDO  1.74 1.18 0.00 6.71 

TOT  2.91 1.91 0.00 11.71 

Fall 

FI  1.11 0.87 0.00 5.75 

PDO  1.89 1.31 0.00 8.29 

TOT  2.99 1.98 0.00 13.00 

Intersection 

Crashes per Year 
All 

FI 4.37 2.98 0.00 17.00 

PDO 7.67 4.86 0.50 30.00 

TOT 12.04 7.50 1.00 47.00 
Notes: 1 FI = Fatal and Injury, 2 PDO = Property Damage Only, 3 TOT = Total Crashes. 

 

Crash counts by severity were organized in panel data format according to the periods of 

analysis of each intersection and seasonal arrangement. Once the data was properly organized by 

season and period of analysis for each intersection, an integrated database was created with all data 

collected.  

3.3. Exploratory Analysis  

The exploratory analysis focused on evaluating seasonal traffic, weather, and crash 

dynamics. In Figure 2, a summary of the exploratory analysis is provided. 

Weather data evaluated in Figure 2(a) consisted of daylight hours (LIT), average high 

temperature (H-TEMP), average low temperature (L-TEMP), and snowfall (SW). The months with 
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more daylight hours and higher temperatures were May through October. Shorter days, lower 

temperatures, and snowfall were recorded November through April. 

 

 

  (a)                   (b) 

   (c)                    (d) 

Figure 2.  Exploratory Analysis (a) Weather, (b) Traffic, (c) Crash Frequency, (d) Crash Rate. 

Using sensor data of traffic counts, the exploratory analysis in Figure 2(b) illustrates Daily 

Traffic counts (DT) in greed dots for every single day traffic over one-year period. The Monthly 

Average Daily Traffic (MADT) as percentage of the AADT is presented in dark blue solid line. 

Daily counts showed the difference of traffic by day of the week with higher traffic counts values 
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and weekend/holidays traffic with lower count values. Traffic counts showed a peak during the 

summer months as illustrated with the MADT as percentage of the AADT in which the natural 

seasonal dynamics of traffic (±8% variation) is clearly visualized in comparison to the aggregated 

AADT (dashed line). 

Exploratory analysis of crash data was presented in Figures 2(c-d). Crash frequency and 

rate were evaluated for crash severities Fatal and Injury (FI) and Property Damage Only (PDO). 

Crash frequency in Figure 2(c) showed higher crashes per month from October to February for 

PDO, and May through August and December months for FI crashes. Since crash frequency is 

calculated with the number of crashes over a period of time, results may be different when 

measures of exposure such as the AADT are considered. Thus, in Figure 2(d), crash rates are 

illustrated. To account for monthly traffic on the monthly crash rate calculation, MADT estimates 

were factored and adjusted by month and year for the period of analysis with permanent traffic 

sensor data. The results of the crash rate exploratory analysis showed some similarities with crash 

frequency results for the same periods of crash occurrence distribution. The main differences 

between crash frequency and rate estimates were the magnitudes of the high and low crash rate 

peaks in comparison to the aggregated annual estimate. For instance, for PDO crashes during 

December, the peak was considerable higher in comparison to the aggregated annual estimate. For 

FI crashes between July and September, the crash rate was above the annual aggregated estimate 

whereas March was the month with the lowest crash rate recorded.  

The results of the exploratory analysis were used to visualize data dynamics over time and 

stablish seasons of analysis. The seasons considered were Winter (December-February), Spring 

(March-May), Summer (June-August) and Fall (September-November).  
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3.4. Model Development  

The Negative Binomial distribution is commonly used for modeling crashes per year 

(single period of analysis). However, for longitudinal clustered count data, such as intersection 

crashes, the observations from the roadway facilities may not be mutually independent. This is 

because some of the measured safety traits, such as traffic or weather, fluctuate over time. The 

Negative Multinomial regression explicitly allows for time dependent observations and may be 

chosen to represent seasonal intersection crashes. The Negative Binomial and Negative 

Multinomial distributions are covered in the following sections. The derivation of likelihood 

functions was proposed by Hauer (2015). 

3.4.1. Negative Binomial  

The derivation of the Negative Binomial has two fundamental assumptions: 1) crash counts 

are Poisson distributed and 2) expected number of crashes (mean crashes of each facility) come 

from a Gamma distribution (Hauer 2015). The Gamma distribution has two parameters:  𝒶, rate or 

reciprocal of the scale parameter and 𝒷, the shape parameter. The Gamma probability density 

function is the following:  

𝑓(𝜇) =
𝒶𝒷𝜇𝒷−1𝑒−𝒶𝜇

Γ(𝒷)
                                                                                                                                                  (1) 

Where, 

𝜇  , mean crash count. 

 Following the nomenclature of the probability density function in Equation 1, the mean 

𝐸{𝑢} and variance 𝑉{𝑢} of the Gamma probability distribution are: 

𝐸{𝑢} =
𝒶

𝒷
                                                                                                                                                                       (2) 

𝑉{𝑢} =
𝒷

𝒶2
=

𝐸{𝑢}2

𝒷
                                                                                                                                                     (3) 
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The overdispersion parameter is defined as 1/𝒷 since the larger the value of the shape 

parameter 𝒷 the smaller the value of the variance. With the two fundamental assumptions, the 

probability distribution of crash counts in the population of 𝑖 facilities is the Negative Binomial of 

the form: 

𝑃(𝐾𝑖 = 𝑘𝑖) =
Γ(𝑘𝑖 + 𝒷𝑖)

Γ(𝒷𝑖)𝑘𝑖!
×

𝒶𝑖
𝒷𝑖

(𝒶𝑖 + 1)𝑘𝑖+𝒷𝑖
                                                                                                            (4) 

Where, 

𝑘𝑖 , observed crash counts for facility 𝑖. 

The likelihood function of the proposed distribution is: 

ℒ[(𝒶1, 𝒷1), … , (𝒶𝑖 , 𝒷𝑖), … , (𝒶𝑛, 𝒷𝑛)] = ∏
Γ(𝑘𝑖 + 𝒷𝑖)

Γ(𝒷𝑖)𝑘𝑖!
×

𝒶𝑖
𝒷𝑖

(𝒶𝑖 + 1)𝑘𝑖+𝒷𝑖

𝑛

𝑖=1

                                                         (5) 

Following the substitution of 𝒶𝑖 = 𝒷𝑖 𝐸{𝜇𝑖}⁄  in Equation 5, the likelihood function takes the 

form of: 

ℒ[𝒷𝑖, … , 𝒷𝑛,𝐸{𝜇𝑖}] = ∏
Γ(𝑘𝑖 + 𝒷𝑖)

Γ(𝒷𝑖)𝑘𝑖!
× (

𝒷𝑖

𝒷𝑖 + 𝐸{𝜇𝑖}
)

𝒷𝑖

× (
𝐸{𝜇𝑖}

𝒷𝑖 + 𝐸{𝜇𝑖}
)

𝑘𝑖
𝑛

𝑖=1

                                                (6) 

𝐸{𝜇𝑖} is replaced by �̂�{𝜇𝑖} (predicted number of crashes for facility 𝑖), and ℒ becomes a 

function of the crash prediction model coefficients 𝛽0,  𝛽1, … ,  𝒷. Since the units of analysis are 

intersections, the shape parameter 𝒷 is a constant value. Whereas for roadway segments, the shape 

parameter 𝒷𝑖 is a function of segment length for each 𝑖 segment. Consequently, for intersections, 

the abridged Log-likelihood function using the Negative Binomial is (Hauer 2015): 

𝑙𝑛[ℒ∗(𝛽0,  𝛽1, … ,  𝒷)] = ∑ [
𝑙𝑛𝛤(𝑘𝑖 + 𝒷) − 𝑙𝑛𝛤(𝒷) + 𝒷 𝑙𝑛(𝒷) +

𝑘𝑖 𝑙𝑛(�̂�{𝜇𝑖}) − (𝒷 + 𝑘𝑖) ln(𝒷 + �̂�{𝜇𝑖})
]                                                        (7)

𝑛

𝑖=1

 

The Negative Binomial likelihood function is a simple deduction that provides practical 

applications for crash prediction in the field of transportation safety. However, the main 

disadvantage is that the Negative Binomial can only be used for a single period of analysis (Hauer 
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2015). For instance, safety analysis between 2005-2016 (12 years) is treated as a single period 

where crash counts are the sum of crashes during the 12-year period and the average AADT of all 

years of traffic data combined. As a result, information is lost by aggregating traffic estimates and 

crashes, disregarding causal connections dependent of period of analysis. Since the Negative 

Binomial cannot be used with longitudinal data, the Negative Multinomial is an extension of the 

method to account for multiple periods of analysis (Hauer 2015).   

3.4.2. Negative Multinomial  

The likelihood function used for the Negative Multinomial is presented in Equation 8 

where i denotes the facility and j denotes time period. The mean crash count for intersection i in 

time period 𝑗 is uij. The traits of i and j define population of entities that are assumed to be Gamma 

distributed with mean E{uij} and variance E{uij}
2/𝒷. The term 𝒷 is the shape parameter (1/𝒷 = 

overdispersion), reciprocal of the variance V{uij} for a given E{uij}. The likelihood function that 

maximizes the estimates are those that maximize the sum of 𝑙𝑛[ℒ𝑖
∗(𝛽0,  𝛽1,  … ,  𝒷)] resulting in the 

Negative Multinomial likelihood function for intersections presented in Equation 8 (Hauer 2015).  

𝑙𝑛[ℒ𝑖
∗(𝜑,  𝛽0, 𝛽1 … ,  𝒷)] =  𝒷𝑙𝑛(𝒷) + [∑ 𝑘𝑖𝑗𝑙𝑛

𝑚𝑖

𝑗=1

(�̂�{𝑢𝑖𝑗})] + 𝑙𝑛𝛤 (∑ 𝑘𝑖𝑗 + 𝒷

𝑚𝑖

𝑗=1

) 

        −𝑙𝑛𝛤(𝒷) − (∑ 𝑘𝑖𝑗 + 𝒷

𝑚𝑖

𝑗=1

) 𝑙𝑛 [(∑ �̂�{𝑢𝑖𝑗}

𝑚𝑖

𝑗=1

) + 𝒷]                                           (8) 

Where, 

𝜑  , period scale parameter (in the case of this study, for every season); 

𝛽0,  𝛽1, … , crash prediction model coefficients; 

𝒷  , shape parameter (1/𝒷 = overdispersion); 

𝑘𝑖𝑗  , observed number of crashes for facility 𝑖 and period 𝑗;  

�̂�{𝑢𝑖𝑗}  , predicted number of crashes for facility 𝑖 and period 𝑗. 
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3.4.3. Predictor Variables Selection 

Prediction models for crash severities FI and PDO by season were developed and the 

following predictor variables were considered: 

 Minor road AADT (vpd) 

 Major road AADT (vpd) 

 Minor road posted speed limit (mph) 

 Major road posted speed limit (mph) 

 Number of exclusive left/right and through lanes  

 Signal control (P, permissive; PP, protected/permissive; PO, protected only) 

 Snowfall (inches) 

 Days with snowfall equal or greater to one inch 

The methods used for predictor variable selection, order of introduction, and functional 

form were Exploratory Data Analysis (EDA), Variable Introduction Exploratory Data Analysis 

(VIEDA), and measures of goodness of fit (Hauer 2015, Srinivasan and Bauer 2013). The EDA 

was used to evaluate the first variable introduced in the model and corresponding functional form. 

In this case, the sum of minor and major road AADTmin+maj was introduced first. The data 

distribution of total crashes by season is illustrated in Figure 3(a). The functional form was a 

logistic function shown in Equation 9.  

𝐹(𝐴𝐴𝐷𝑇) = 𝐹(𝐴𝐴𝐷𝑇𝑚𝑖𝑛+𝑚𝑎𝑗) =
𝛽0

1 + 𝛽1𝑒𝑥𝑝 (𝛽2

𝐴𝐴𝐷𝑇𝑚𝑖𝑛+𝑚𝑎𝑗

10,000 )

                                                                (9) 

The logistic function has been found appropriate to represent the AADT for freeway 

segments (Kononov et al. 2011) and signalized intersections (Claros et al. 2018). AADTs 

corresponding to the periods of analysis were used instead of adjusting for monthly or seasonal 
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traffic to avoid introducing artificial trends in the prediction, keep consistent estimates of AADTs 

across all intersections, and facilitate the application for practitioners.  

 

  (a)                    (b) 

Figure 3. (a) EDA Analysis of AADT and (b) VIEDA Analysis of Posted Speed Limit. 

 

The VIEDA method was used to obtain ratios between observed and base model predicted 

crashes (model with some introduced variables) versus values of the new variable being considered 

for the model. Variable ranges were specified to obtain representative data, determine the ratio for 

each range, and look for orderly distributions. For instance, Figure 3(b) illustrates the VIEDA 

analysis for FI crashes of the minor and major road speed limit Smin+maj. Each blue dot represents 

the ratio between observed and predicted crashes (model without candidate variable) for each 

range of the candidate predictor variable. The analysis showed an orderly distribution and the 

quadratic polynomial function shown in Equation 10 was found appropriate. The VIEDA analysis 

was performed for all other variables and order of introduction in the model.  

𝐹(𝑆) = 𝐹(𝑆𝑚𝑎𝑗+𝑚𝑖𝑛) = 𝛽3 (
𝑆𝑚𝑖𝑛+𝑚𝑎𝑗 − 50

10
)

2

+ 𝛽4 (
𝑆𝑚𝑖𝑛+𝑚𝑎𝑗 − 50

10
) + 1                                            (10) 
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3.4.4. Measures of Goodness of Fit 

The measures of goodness of fit for model development consisted of the Log-likelihood, 

shape parameter (or overdispersion), CURE plots, and AIC (Hauer 2015, Srinivasan and Bauer 

2013).  

The model parameters that maximized the Negative Multinomial likelihood function 

(Equation 8) are those that maximize the sum of  𝑙𝑛[ℒ𝑖
∗(𝜑,  𝛽0, 𝛽1 … ,  𝒷)] resulting in the Log-

likelihood. An increase in Log-likelihood is desired as predictor variables with optimal functional 

forms are introduced in the model. The shape parameter indicates the variability of the model in 

comparison with a Poisson distribution with the same mean. The reliability of the resulting models 

is likely to be higher with a larger value of the shape parameter (1/𝒷).  

CURE plots track model performance throughout the range of predictor variables. A 

satisfactory CURE plot is one that follows a random walk around the horizontal axis and within 

the confidence intervals (∓2σ). In contrast, sudden vertical changes represent outliers, and long 

increasing or decreasing walks of residuals represent regions of consistent under or overprediction 

(Hauer 2015).  

The AIC estimates the quality of the model in relation to other models based on information 

theory. Models with the minimum AIC values are preferred since the AIC rewards goodness of fit 

but penalizes models based on the number of estimated parameters discouraging overfitting. 

Throughout the process of adding more variables, trying different functional forms, or changing 

the order in which the variables were introduced, all measures of goodness of fit were evaluated. 
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4. RESULTS  

This section provides the results of the development of seasonal jurisdiction-specific 

models for U4SG intersections in the Wisconsin Southeast region.  

4.1. Crash Prediction Models 

Estimated prediction models are provided in Equations 11 and 12. Table 4 provides the 

model coefficients for FI and PDO crashes as each predictor variable was introduced in the model. 

The final model coefficients are highlighted in red color in the last column of Table 4 (Model 6). 

  

𝑁𝑈4𝑆𝐺,𝐹𝐼,𝑦 = 𝜑𝑦 × [
𝛽0

1 + 𝛽1𝑒𝑥𝑝 (𝛽2

𝐴𝐴𝐷𝑇𝑚𝑎𝑗+𝑚𝑖𝑛

10,000
)

] × [𝛽3 (
𝑆𝑚𝑎𝑗+𝑚𝑖𝑛 − 50

10
)

2

+ 𝛽4 (
𝑆𝑚𝑎𝑗+𝑚𝑖𝑛 − 50

10
) + 1]

× [(
𝑇𝐿

𝐿𝐿
)

𝛽5

𝑒𝑥𝑝 (𝛽6

𝑇𝐿

𝐿𝐿
)] × [

𝑅𝐿 < 4 𝑒𝑥𝑝(𝛽7𝑅𝐿)
𝑅𝐿 ≥ 4 1.00

] × [𝛽8𝑠𝑖𝑛 (
𝑃𝜋

2
) + 1]                                            

+ 𝜑𝑦 × [𝛽9 (
𝑆𝑊

𝐷𝑌
)

𝛽10

]                                                                                                                                 (11) 

 

𝑁𝑈4𝑆𝐺,𝑃𝐷𝑂,𝑦 = 𝜑𝑦 × [
𝛽0

1 + 𝛽1𝑒𝑥𝑝 (𝛽2

𝐴𝐴𝐷𝑇𝑚𝑎𝑗+𝑚𝑖𝑛

10,000
)

] × [𝛽3 (
𝑆𝑚𝑎𝑗+𝑚𝑖𝑛 − 50

10
)

2

+ 𝛽4 (
𝑆𝑚𝑎𝑗+𝑚𝑖𝑛 − 50

10
) + 1]

× [(
𝑇𝐿

𝐿𝐿
)

𝛽5

𝑒𝑥𝑝 (𝛽6

𝑇𝐿

𝐿𝐿
)] × [

𝑅𝐿 < 4 𝑒𝑥𝑝(𝛽7𝑅𝐿)
𝑅𝐿 ≥ 4 1.00

] × {𝛽8 [𝑠𝑖𝑛 (
𝑃𝜋

2
) + 𝑠𝑖𝑛 (

𝑃𝑃𝜋

2
)] + 1}

× [𝛽9(𝐷𝑌)𝛽10]                                                                                                                                               (12) 

Where, 

𝑁𝑈4𝑆𝐺,𝑥,𝑦 , number crashes for U4SG by severity 𝑥 (FI and PDO) and season 𝑦 (Winter, 

Spring, Summer, and Fall); 

𝜑𝑦 , seasonal scale parameter 𝑦 (Winter, Spring, Summer, and Fall).  

𝐴𝐴𝐷𝑇𝑚𝑖𝑛+𝑚𝑎𝑗 , sum of minor and major road AADT; 

𝑆𝑚𝑖𝑛+𝑚𝑎𝑗 , sum of minor and major road posted speed limit; 
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𝐿𝐿 , number of total exclusive left turn lanes at intersection approaches; 

𝑅𝐿 , number of total exclusive right turn lanes at intersection approaches; 

𝑇𝐿 , number of total through lanes at intersection approaches; 

𝑃 , number of legs with left turn permissive signal control; 

𝑃𝑃 , number of legs with left turn protected/permissive signal control; 

𝑃𝑂 , number of legs with left turn protected only signal control; 

𝑆𝑊 , accumulation of snowfall (inches); 

𝐷𝑌 , number of days with snowfall equal of greater to one inch; 

𝒷  , shape parameter (1/𝑘 = overdispersion); 

𝛽0−10 , model coefficients. 
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Table 4. Wisconsin Southeast Jurisdiction-Specific Crash Prediction Model Coefficients for U4SG 

Severity 

Model 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 

Variable 

Introduced 
None 𝐴𝐴𝐷𝑇𝑚𝑎𝑗+𝑚𝑖𝑛 𝑆𝑚𝑎𝑗+𝑚𝑖𝑛   𝑇𝐿, 𝐿𝐿  𝑅𝐿   𝑃, 𝑃𝑃 𝑆𝑊, 𝐷𝑌  

FI1 

AIC -23118.68 -23260.17 -23263.18 -23264.14 -23265.77 -23273.75 -23275.46 

Log-lik 11565.34 11638.08 11641.59 11644.07 11645.89 11650.87 11653.73 

𝒷 2.670 5.918 6.194 6.409 6.538 6.987 7.246 

𝜑𝑤𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟  1.045 1.155 0.434 0.481 0.479 0.506 0.533 

𝜑𝑠𝑝𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑔 0.947 1.046 0.393 0.436 0.434 0.459 0.483 

𝜑𝑠𝑢𝑚𝑚𝑒𝑟  1.126 1.245 0.468 0.518 0.517 0.546 0.574 

𝜑𝑓𝑎𝑙𝑙  1.030 1.139 0.428 0.474 0.473 0.499 0.525 

𝛽0 1.071 2.712 8.296 11.656 11.571 14.116 19.822 

𝛽1   27.063 25.166 24.509 21.884 21.046 54.709 

𝛽2   -0.682 -0.690 -0.664 -0.675 -0.554 -0.721 

𝛽3     0.064 0.074 0.072 0.078 0.100 

𝛽4     -0.243 -0.308 -0.309 -0.341 -0.478 

𝛽5       0.852 0.873 0.809 1.267 

𝛽6       -0.405 -0.421 -0.377 -0.618 

𝛽7         -0.058 -0.051 -0.095 

𝛽8           0.237 0.424 

𝛽9             0.038 

𝛽10             2.328 

AIC Improvement 141.489 3.018 0.955 1.636 7.975 1.713 

Log-lik. Improvement 72.745 3.509 2.477 1.818 4.987 2.857 

𝒷 Improvement  3.248 0.276 0.215 0.129 0.449 0.259 

PDO2 

AIC -56993.00 -57113.07 -57151.87 -57156.33 -57158.80 -57166.85 -57167.96 

Log-lik 28502.50 28564.53 28585.93 28590.17 28592.40 28597.42 28599.98 

 𝒷 2.670 5.918 6.597 6.912 7.096 7.473 7.627 

𝜑𝑤𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟  1.444 1.545 1.511 1.602 1.590 1.591 1.589 

𝜑𝑠𝑝𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑔 1.042 1.114 1.090 1.156 1.147 1.148 1.147 

𝜑𝑠𝑢𝑚𝑚𝑒𝑟  1.074 1.149 1.125 1.192 1.183 1.184 1.183 

𝜑𝑓𝑎𝑙𝑙  1.152 1.233 1.206 1.278 1.269 1.270 1.268 

𝛽0 1.667 3.748 3.421 4.220 4.415 4.617 4.613 

𝛽1   21.721 18.598 21.073 19.752 20.814 21.424 

𝛽2   -0.698 -0.765 -0.840 -0.864 -0.875 -0.907 

𝛽3     0.123 0.114 0.111 0.111 0.107 

𝛽4     -0.353 -0.356 -0.358 -0.377 -0.362 

𝛽5       0.158 0.244 0.162 0.158 

𝛽6       -0.176 -0.217 -0.193 -0.206 

𝛽7         -0.060 -0.060 -0.061 

𝛽8           0.336 0.327 

𝛽9             0.588 

𝛽10             0.106 

AIC Improvement 121.305 37.561 4.465 2.470 8.042 1.116 

Log-lik. Improvement 62.653 20.781 4.233 2.235 5.021 2.558 

𝒷 Improvement  2.582 1.346 0.314 0.184 0.376 0.154 

Note: Notes: 1 FI = Fatal and Injury, 2 PDO = Property Damage Only. The fully loaded model coefficients are for  Model 6 

(coefficients in red color). 
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4.2. Measures of Goodness of Fit 

Models at different stages of the development can be used based on data availability. For 

instance, if the AADT and posted speed limit were the only data available, Model 2 coefficients 

could be used. The sequence of introduction of variables showed a consistent magnitude in the 

model coefficients. All predictor variables contributed to the model in terms of measures of 

goodness of fit. The AADT had the most significant contribution to the models with an 

improvement of 72.75 (FI) and 62.65 (PDO) in Log-likelihood. Similarly, the improvement of the 

shape parameter was of 3.25 (FI) and 2.58 (PDO). The posted speed limit, number of lanes, and 

weather variables also had significant contributions to the model in both Log-likelihood and shape 

parameter. The fully loaded model CURE plots as a function of AADT are presented in Figure 4. 

The walk of cumulative residuals showed adequate oscillations within the confidence intervals and 

around the value of zero at all ranges of AADT.  

 

       (a)                     (b) 

Figure 4. Cumulative Residual Plots as a Function of AADT for (a) FI and (b) PDO Crashes. 

4.3. Seasonal Prediction Analysis 

Model predictions were compared with observed crash rates using seasonal percent 
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observed seasonal crash rate estimates were calculated with seasonal traffic counts adjusted with 

traffic sensor data (it should be noted that geometry and weather is not accounted in crash rates). 

AADTs used as part of the modeling process were not adjusted by season. Thus, the comparison 

intents to verify that the model predictions follow observed seasonal fluctuations compared to 

annual estimates. Figure 5 illustrates the results of the seasonal analysis. From visual inspection, 

the trends for model prediction and observed crash rates track each other well thought the seasons. 

The sequence of sample odds ratio (Hauer 1997) was used to statistically assess the results. The 

results of the sample odds ratio showed that the sample mean was 0.97 (0.81 to 1.13) and 0.96 

(0.75 to 1.17) for FI and PDO crashes, respectively (95% confidence interval in parenthesis). The 

sample mean odds ratio was sufficiently close to 1.0 and confidence intervals would also include 

1.0; thus, the seasonal model prediction and observed crash rates variation as percentage of annual 

estimates were similar.  

 The model prediction seasonal estimates for FI crashes showed that during the Spring 

season, crash estimates were the lowest and during the summer were the highest. In contrast, model 

crash estimates for PDO crashes peaked during the Winter season and remain below annual 

estimates for the rest of the seasons (lowest crash estimates for the Spring season).   

                                                 (a)                               (b) 

Figure 5. Seasonal Variations as Percentage of Annual Estimates (a) FI and (b) PDO Crashes. 
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5. CONCLUSIONS 

The HSM provides methods to quantitatively evaluate safety for a vast range of roadway 

transportation facilities. The Negative Binomial has been traditionally used for modeling crashes, 

but there is an inherit data aggregation that can adversely be influenced by low sample means and 

small sample size bias. Longitudinal clustered count data, such as aggregated crashes, may not be 

mutually independent because some of the measured roadway facility traits such as the AADT and 

weather fluctuate over time. 

In this paper, an alternative approach with seasonal crash estimates was developed. Local 

crashes, traffic, geometry, operations, and weather data for urban signalized intersections from the 

Southeast region of Wisconsin were used. The purpose of the seasonal approach is to provide 

accurate safety estimates that are in line with natural seasonal traffic and weather fluctuations. 

Four seasons were considered: Winter, Spring, Summer, and Fall. The Negative Multinomial was 

used for modeling in which the observed crashes and predictor variables over multiple seasons at 

each intersection could be correctly represented. The functional form for each predictor variable 

was evaluated and Log-likelihood, inverse overdispersion, CURE plots, and AIC showed 

satisfactory measures of model prediction accuracy.  

To verify model prediction seasonal variations, model estimates were compared with 

observed crash rates using seasonal percent variation from their corresponding annual estimates. 

The model prediction seasonal estimates for FI crashes showed that during the Spring season, crash 

estimates were the lowest and during the summer were the highest. In contrast, model crash 

estimates for PDO crashes peaked during the Winter season and remain below annual estimates 

for the rest of the seasons.  
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Conventional safety analysis focuses on highly aggregated cross-sectional data which 

omits natural time dependent variations leading to important loss of information and introducing 

error in model predictions. There is a consensus that traffic conditions and weather vary over time 

and space which have a considerable influence over crash occurrence. This paper serves as a case 

study for the integration of local geometric, operational, and weather data for the development of 

seasonal crash prediction models. Seasonal estimates contribute to managerial decisions for safety 

treatments, programs, minimizing impacts, and reducing risk of crashes—contributing to reduction 

in costs associated with crashes, property damage, and maintenance/emergency services. 
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